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Abstract: Rainfall-runoff modeling is a part of the Hydrological Sciences that is concerned with the hydrological
cycle and aims at producing tools usable on different fields. In this paper we examined a mathematical model
is named GR2M for simulation of monthly runoff depth in Kébir Rhumel watershed. The selected watershed area
is less than 8710km . The inputs were rainfall and potential evapotranspiration. The performance of the GR2M2

model was evaluated using four (04) model performance metrics. Parameter identifiability was analyzed on the
basis of the shape of the posterior distribution of parameters. The four performance evaluation metrics showed
that the model performed satisfactorily during calibration and validation in terms of the overall fit of observed
and simulated stream flows, low flows and the runoff volumes. The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) was > 0.85,
the coefficient of determination R  was 0.87 and the percent error in peaks PEP was 4.71% during calibration.2

Slight  performance  drops  were noted during validation, the NSE was >0.80, the coefficient of determination
R   was 0.79  and  the  percent  error  in  peaks  PEP was 34.65%. Calibrated parameters values showed good2

time-stability and were well identifiable with posterior parameter distributions having Gaussian shapes. It was
concluded that, although the model only had two parameters, the model performed quite satisfactorily in the
simulation of monthly flows which makes it a good tool for operational hydrology and water resources
modeling, planning and management especially in small watersheds with similar climatology.
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INTRODUCTION have inadequate data, this calls for the development,

Discharge  measurement  and river flow regime, have models. Parsimonious models are models that are simple
made important information for water resources pollution in structure, often conceptual and parameter lean and
controlling, conserve and even reserve those for whose  parameters  are   obtainable   through  calibration
researchers, however often these information aren’t [2, 3]. The 2-parameter GR2M model have started by
enough or there aren’t. this may be will a shortage for Rifaat, 1980 [4] in Orgival watershed, then Kaboya, 1990
efficient usage of hydrological data for management [5], Makholof, 1994 [6] and finally Mouelhi et al., 2006 [7]
projects in river watersheds. Evaluating the hydrological could have 2 parameters version of model that named
models parameters has a lot of challenges and GR2M for obtain monthly discharge in small watersheds
hydrological models parameters are dependent on the in France. Lirat et al., 2006 [8] used GR2M model for
input data. However input data qualities won’t be done simulation the monthly regime in Guadiana watershed that
because of errors in variable measurements [1]. had sub humid weather and resulted good relation is

One of the distributed and semi-distributed models between observed data and simulated data when using
applied are difficult to set-up for operational purposes as the model. Huard et al., 2008 [9] used the model in Canada
they are data intensive and/or over-parameterized. and model calibration resulted similarity was between
Considering that most catchments in Algeria, in general, observed discharge and simulated discharge.

testing and application of parsimonious hydrologic
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Table 1: Hydrologic characteristics of Kébir Rhumel watershed
Lambert Coordinates
---------------------------------

Code Watershed X (km) Y (km) Area (km ) Mean precipitation mm.yr Mean runoff mm.yr2 1 1

100701 Kébir Rhumel 819.05 391.00 8710 630 95.5

The 2-parameter GR2M model is one such principally to look for possible inconsistency in the data
parsimonious model that presents an opportunity to which may be caused by changes in measurement device,
support operational hydrology and water resources changes in climate, natural disasters, hydraulic
planning and management in Algeria [5]. In providing a constructions, etc.
guide on the parameterization level of models, the 2- The comparison of a precipitation series with the
parameters, however, present an interesting preposition precipitation observed in the surrounding stations is
and an opportunity for wider application of hydrologic useful for the analysis of the possible changes in stations
models for water resources assessment and management location and equipment conditions. A candidate
in catchments with inadequate data. precipitation series can be considered homogeneous if the

The overall objective of this study was focus on cumulative residuals are not biased. The bias hypothesis
lumped water balance models involving a small number of can be tested using an ellipse defining the confidence
free parameters to be calibrated from rainfall and discharge limits. For each candidate precipitation series, the axes of
data and to test the applicability, performance and the ellipse are defined by:
usefulness of a 2-parameter model in Kébir Rhumel
watershed. Specifically the research aimed at; evaluating
the performance of the 2-parameter GR2M model using
multi-performance evaluation criteria, determining the
calibratability of the model using the assessing parameter
identifiability and quantifying parameter. where N is the number of observations; z  - stands for the

Methodology and Data Analysis (confidence level); S  - is the standard deviation of the
Study Area: The study area covers the Kébir Rhumel residuals of the precipitation series of the suspected
watershed which is located at the northeastern part of station (El Ancer station).
Algeria (Fig. 1). Kébir Rhumel watershed has a total Thus, with uniformly varying angle  [in radians]
drainage area of 8710 km ; it has a mean annual varying from 0 to 2 , the parametric equation of the ellipse2

precipitation of 630 mm.yr  and a mean annual runoff in for the El Ancer station is:1

the order of 95.5 mm.yr  (Table 1). 1

The Kébir Rhumel watershed is the major surface
water resource for the city of Constantine which is the
third largest city in Algeria. The study region has typical
Mediterranean climate characteristics. Plotting the cumulative residuals against time, using

Data Used: Monthly precipitation and discharge data for accumulated residual curve is obtained. If all the
the watershed studied were obtained from National cumulative residuals lie inside the ellipse then the
Agency of Water Resources (ANRH) in Algeria. The hypothesis of homogeneity is not rejected for the
watershed rainfall was estimated from rainfall measured at significance level considered. This test is then capable of
station number 100701. Potential evapotranspiration that locating the year where a break is likely to occur. This
was used as input data to force the GR2M monthly model type of inconsistencies can be detected using the
was  calculated  using the Thornthwaite method [10]. accumulated residual method known as the ellipse test.
Mean monthly temperature was used to calculate the Heterogeneity detection using the accumulated
potential evapotranspiration used. residual  method  at  El  Ancer  station   for   the  years

Before engaging in the development of a model on a 1971-1993 is shown below (Figure 2). The zero mark
given data set, it is always necessary to check the quality indicates the year 1982. This plot shows that there is
of the data. The goal of the preliminary checks is inconsistency in the years 1985and 1989.

p

standard normal varies for the desired probability p
e,i

the time scale (interval) of the precipitation, the
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Fig. 1: Study area of Kébir Rhumel watershed

Fig. 2: Heterogeneity detection using the accumulated residual method (ellipse test)

GR2M Model Description: The monthly time step model The structure of GR2M used in this study is the
GR2M was first developed by Makhlouf et al., 1994 [6] on recent version of Mouelhi et al., 2006 [7] that benefited
various river basins located in France and showed better from the experience gained during the development of the
performance compared with many other hydrological daily GR4J model [15]. Mouelhi et al., 2006 [7] first built a
models  in  this area. Since then, it was largely used to Parent Model Scheme (PMS) that encompassed the most
estimate  water  resources  in  many  river  basins in efficient components of the existing hydrological models.
south-eastern  France [11, 12] and even in Western Africa These latter were selected after a trial-and-error process
[13, 14]. This model employs a spatial, temporal and showing their relevance and efficiency. Using a stepwise
conceptual lumping of hydro meteorological processes. approach,  the  authors  then made systematic attempts to
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Fig. 3: Structure of the GR2M model [7]

improve the performance of the PMS while reducing its otherwise there is a loss. Finally, the routing reservoir
complexity. This procedure led to a new structure of the provides  the  river  water discharge Q (Eq. (8) in Fig. 3).
GR2M model shown in Fig. 3. The GR2M model describes An important specificity of this new version of the GR2M
each basin as having two reservoirs, a soil reservoir model is the introduction of the parameter X2. From a
denoted as S that controls the production function with modeling  point  of  view,  this  parameter  corrects
a maximal capacity X1 (mm; the first free parameter of the possible biases in climatic and discharge time series in
model) and a routing reservoir denoted as R that controls order to corect errors in water balance (Eq. (7) in Fig. 3).
the transfer function with a capacity of 60 mm. The former Mouelhi et al., 2006 [7] also indicated that this parameter
is  intended  to  reproduce  hydrological  processes in allows better representation of lateral water exchanges
soils and their interfaces while the second reflects transfer between the underground part of any topographic basin
of  water  to  the  river,  notably groundwater exchanges. and its external environment (through permeable geologic
At each modeling time step, precipitation is channeled layers). They also found that the best performances of the
either towards the soil reservoir by infiltration (Eq. (1) in model are obtained when X2 acts on the level of the
Fig. 3) or directly towards the routing reservoir as surface routing store.
flows (P1 (mm); Eq. (2) in Fig. 3). The soil reservoir The warm-up, calibration and validation periods for
reaches the levelS1 (mm) and then loses part of its the  Kébir-Rhumel  watershed  are  shown  in   Table  2.
moisture by evapotranspiration (Eq. (3) in Fig. 3). The calibration parameter ranges for X1 ranged from 2 to
Consequently it reaches a new level S2 (mm). Part of soil 10 and - 1.0 to 1.0 for X2. As per the model formulation,
moisture P2 (mm) is then transferred to the routing these were resized by taking the exponential value of the
reservoir by percolation (Eq. (4) in Fig. 3). P3 (mm), the net input value in the ranges of X1 and X2 stated. A uniform
precipitation (sum of P1 and P2; Eq. (5) in Fig. 3) enters prior distribution of the parameters was used.
the routing reservoir that reaches the level R1 (mm; Eq. (6)
in Fig. 3). Part of water is then gained or lost by the Performance Evaluation: Model performance evaluation
routing reservoir as lateral water exchanges between the was done using three (03) model performance evaluation
underground part of the river basin and its outside metrics for robustness. The Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency
environment (Eq. (7) in Fig. 3). If X2 (without units; the (NSE) [16] was used as an indicator of the performance of
second free parameter of the model) is greater than 1, simulated and observed data in terms of the peaks and
there is a water supply from the outside of the basin; ‘troughs’ using;
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Table 2: Calibration and validation time periods
Watershed Time-period Warm-up Calibration Validation
Kébir Rhumel Sept 1969-Sept1994 36 months 132 months 132 months

(Eq. 12)
(Eq. 9)

where Qi is the observed discharge, i is the simulated posteriori (MAP) parameter set was taken as the optimum
discharge at the i  time-step and  is the mean observed parameter set and used to run the model for calibrationth

discharge. The logarithm transformation of the NSE was and validation performance evaluation. Calibration results
used to assess the performance of the model with regards were evaluated using four modeling performance metrics
to low flows. so as to robustly assess the different aspects of the

The coefficient of determination R is defined as the hydrograph. Fig. 3 presents the observed and simulated2

squared value of the coefficient of determination. It is discharge of Kébir Rhumel watershed.
calculated as: Figs. 4 visually show that the simulated stream flows

overall trends or patterns. Generally, the model did not

around; January 1971, Nov to Dec1983 and January 1985.
(Eq. 10) The over-estimations of the model were not as large the

where Qi is the observed discharge, i is the simulated metrics. Table 3 presents the model’s calibration
discharge at the i  time-step,  is the mean observed performance over Kébir Rhumel watershed using modelth

discharge and  is the mean simulated discharge. The performance metrics. Calibration of the GR2M model for
range of R lies between 0 and 1 which describes how Kébir Rhumel watershed achieved satisfactory results2

much  of the observed dispersion is explained by the with regards to indicators that show the general
simulation. A value of zero means no correlation at all performance  of  the  model,  that  is  the;  NSE  and  R .
whereas a value of 1 means that the dispersion of the The NSE for Kébir Rhumel watershed was 86%.
simulation is equal to that of the observation. Considering that the NSE as a metric is based on mean

The root mean square error RMSE indicates a perfect flows, the very satisfactory NSE performance was
match between observed and simulated discharge when corroborated by the low absolute difference in the means
it equals 0 (zero), with increasing RMSE values indicating of simulated and observed discharge. The mean observed
an increasingly poor match. Singh et al., 2004 [17] stated discharge for Kébir Rhumel watershed was 48.17
that RMSE values less than half the standard deviation of mm/month and the simulated mean was 55.85 mm/month.
the observed data might be considered low and indicative The performance of the model in terms of the R  also
of a good model prediction. It is calculated as: corroborates the satisfactory performance shown by the

applicability of the GR2M model to water resources
(Eq. 11) modeling in the study watershed. The satisfactory results

where Qi is the observed discharge, i is the simulated compared very well with other studies, although other
discharge at the i  time-step. studies had more parameterized and/or complex models.th

To gain a better understanding of the error in peaks, Low flows are a critical component of stream flows
the Percent Error in Peaks (PEP) metric was used. PEP was regimes in any river. The performance of the simulations
formulated as follows; with regards to low-flows was tested using the RMSE and

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Calibration Performance Evaluation: The maximum a

matched the observed stream flows well in terms of the

manage to simulate some of the high peak events such as
the high peaks observed in the Kébir Rhumel watershed

under simulations of the peak events. A more quantitative
comparison was done using different model performance

2

2

NSE (Table 3). This performance shows the high

obtained by the 2 parameters of the GR2M model
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Table 3: Calibration &Validation performance indicators
NSE Log NSE R RMSE PEP2

Calibration 0.86 0.87 0.87 5.21 4.71
Validation 0.80 0.64 0.79 7.44 -34.65

Fig. 4: Monthly observed and simulated discharge in mm/month (mm/m) for Kébir Rhumel watershed over the calibration
and validatuion periods

log transformed NSE. Log-transformation reduced the phase. Table 3 shows the validation performance
sensitivity of the NSE to peaks or extreme flows by indicators for Kébir Rhumel watershed. In terms of the
flattening them whilst low flows were kept at more or less NSE, the results showed contrasting success. NSE values
the same level [18]. The results in Table 3 showed that of over 80% were obtained for Kébir Rhumel watershed,
model performed extremely satisfactorily with an RMSE of which in comparison with NSE value of over 85% during
5.21 for Kébir Rhumel watershed and the PEP showed a calibration showed good performance and time-stability
peak overestimation by the GR2M model of 4.71%. The of model parameters. 
satisfactory  performance  reflected by the RMSE values The error in peaks between the simulated and
was  corroborated  by  the relatively high values of the observed discharge was evaluated using the Percent Error
log-transformed NSE. The log transformed NSE values in Peak (PEP) metric. PEP showed a peak underestimation
were 0.87 for the monthly simulation. These values are by the GR2M model of -34.65%. The RMSE showed
relatively high because the NSE value for a perfect relatively low error levels of 7.44.
simulation is equal to one (1). The relatively high log-NSE Figure 4 presents the simulated and observed
values suggest that the model performed satisfactorily in discharge over the validation period. In the phase of
simulating low flows. validation, the timing errors as shown around January

The error in peaks between the simulated and 1985 and November 1989 in Fig. 3 affected the
observed discharge was evaluated using the Percent Error performance of the model during the validation period.
in Peak (PEP) metric. PEP showed a peak underestimation This could suggest that the model structure was too
by the GR2M model of 4.71% for Kébir Rhumel watershed. simple to simulate flood discharges. The decreases in
Overall, the multi-criteria performance evaluation showed performance (e.g. in the NSE (5%)) were attributed to the
that the model performed satisfactorily during calibration under-simulations that were relatively lower during
using the MAP parameter set. validation as compared to the calibration period. The

Figure 4 Monthly observed and simulated discharge simulated means were affected by the under/over-
in mm/month (mm/m) for Kébir Rhumel watershed over the simulation of peak flows (January 1985and November
calibration and validatuion periods. 1987) and shown in Fig. 4.

Validation Performance Evaluation: As a split-sample Parameter Identifiability: Identifiability of model
test approach was used, that is, validation was done parameters (parameter identifiability) is crucial in
using a separate hydro meteorological dataset in time but determining the usability of a model despite the extent of
using the same parameter values from the calibration dimensionality  of a model [19]. Parameter identifiability of
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Fig. 5: Marginal distributions of the GR2M model parameters in Kébir Rhumel watershed

the GR2M model over Kébir Rhumel watershed was The calibrated parameters of the model based on the
analyzed by evaluating marginal distribution of posterior maximum a posteriori value of the posterior distribution
parameter  values  from  the calibration work as in were well identifiable as shown by the Gaussian shaped
Wagener et al., 2003 [20]. Figure 5 present the marginal posterior distribution of parameter sets.
posterior distributions of the model parameters for Kébir Overall, the study showed that a model calibrated
Rhumel watershed. using only two parameters can perform well in the

The shape of the posterior distribution of parameter simulation of monthly stream flows. The model can thus
values is indicative of degree of parameter identifiability. be used as a tool for operational hydrology and in water
The shape of the production store and water exchange resources planning and management. 
parameter distributions can generally be described as
being Gaussian. The Gaussian distribution shape implies REFERENCES
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